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Background:Herniation of the nucleus pulposus caused by disc degeneration

and other reasons can cause low back pain and disability. In China, traditional

Chinese exercises (TCEs) and traditional Chinese massage (TCM) are widely

used to improve symptoms of pain and disability in patients with lumbar disc

herniation (LDH). The safety and e�cacy of combination therapy have not

been studied.

Objectives: To assess the e�ect of traditional Chinese exercise combined

with massage vs. traditional Chinese massage alone on pain, disability, lumbar

mobility and gait performance in patients with LDH.

Methods: Multi-center, randomized clinical trial conducted at 4 hospitals

in China and enrolling 272 patients with LDH. Participants were randomly

assigned to TCEs plus TCM group or TCM alone group. The combined therapy

group received 18 Tai Chi training sessions (30-min sessions 3 times a week)

and regular TCM treatments over 6 weeks. The control group received TCM

therapy alone and was instructed to maintain their usual daily physical activity.

Outcome variables measured included Visual Analog Scale (VAS), Short Form

ofMcGill PainQuestionnaire (SF-MPQ), Oswestry Disability Index (ODI), lumbar

spine range of motion (ROM) and gait performance.

Results: Among the 272 randomized participants, 259 completed the study.

The mean VAS score was 51.77mm at baseline in the TCEs plus TCM group,
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and 50.93mm for the TCM alone group. The reduction in the VAS score

at week 6 was greater in the TC group than in the TCM group with a

mean di�erence of 4.05 (95% CI, 2.15–5.95; P < 0.001), and the ODI score

with between-group di�erences of 3.57 points (95% CI, 2.84–4.30 points;

P < 0.001). Similar significantly di�erent results were observed in SF-MPQ,

walking speed, cadence, and lumbar ROM. No serious adverse events were

reported throughout the study period.

Conclusion: Compared with TCM alone, TCEs combined with TCM treatment

performed better in reducing pain and improving disability. The combination

therapy could be considered a valuable treatment option for LDH patients, with

potential therapeutic utility for middle-aged and elderly patients with LDH.

KEYWORDS

lumbar disc herniation, traditional Chinese exercise, traditional Chinesemassage, low

back pain, disability, lumbar mobility, gait performance

Introduction

Lumbar disc herniation (LDH) is caused by partial

or complete rupture of the annulus fibrosus due to disc

degeneration and other reasons, and the nucleus pulposus

protrudes or extrudes from its normal position (1). Typical

symptoms of LDH are low back pain (i.e., from annular tears and

disc disruption) and leg pain (nerve root irritation or referred

pain from degenerative discs) (2). Disc protrusion was found

to be the main cause of radicular pain, after lumbar spinal

stenosis, spondylolisthesis, and fractures have been excluded (3).

In two studies, at least 95% of disc protrusions were at the

L4-L5 or L5-S1 level (4, 5). And on imaging, the prevalence

of disc protrusion increases with age (from 29% of persons

at 20 years of age to 43% of those 80 years of age) (6). The

condition of most patients can be improved by conservative

therapy, and only a few patients with major neurological deficit

or persistent pain after conservative treatment need surgery

(3, 5, 7). However, recurrence of pain is common. In a study

involving a cohort of patients with sciatica, 25% experienced a

recurrence of symptoms within 1 year (8).

Poor quality of life and high disability predict high social

costs in patients with chronic low back pain (eg, health care

or diminished productivity) (9), especially for elderly group,

and this has become an important public health problem

worldwide (10). In China, traditional Chinese massage (TCM)

and traditional Chinese exercises (TCEs) are widely used in

the conservative treatment of lumbar disc herniation because

of their economical, effective, and easy-to-accept characteristics

(11). Among them, TCM is similar to manual therapy, but it

mainly presses the surrounding acupoints along the meridians

to relax the spasmmuscles. While TCEs include Tai Chi (TC), Yi

Jinjing, Baduan Jin, etc. They are moderate-intensity exercises

that takes into account the body and mind, emphasizing the

coordination and unity of breathing and body movements

under the guidance of consciousness (12). Research evidence

demonstrated that practicing TC on a regular program can

improve the pain and disability (13, 14). In particular, TC

has a superior effect in pain and symptomatic management

(15). However, analysis of gait patterns in subjects affected

by LDH has received little attention in the literature. Few

studies have used different techniques (clinical assessment,

3D motion analysis) and experimental conditions (activities

of daily living and ground walking) (16–19). In one study,

Veronica et al. (20) observed that low back pain patients had

lower activity levels with shorter gait speed and time spent

in standing position, and longer rest periods compared to

healthy subjects.

Therefore, we screened out four typical and easy-to-

practice TC movements from common TCEs through the

expert Delphi questionnaire (21), and studied the biomechanical

characteristics of the lower extremities of these four selected TC

movements, and found that the four TC movements have high

joint range of motion, slow and strong muscle activity indicated

by joint moments which suggest that they are suitable for

elderly patients to improve their muscle strength and functional

ability (22). While this study hopes to combine TCEs and

TCM to summarize superior treatments, and wondered whether

this combination therapy may also have a favorable effect on

pain and disability in patients with LDH. A more extensive

confirmatory study was conducted through clinical assessment

and three-dimensional (3D) motion analysis to confirm the

efficacy and safety of TCEs combined with TCM in the treatment

of LDH. We conducted a multicenter, randomized, controlled,

evaluation-blind clinical trial to evaluate the efficacy and safety

of combination therapy vs. TCM alone.
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Materials and methods

Participants

A total of 270 patients diagnosed with LDH were recruited

for this study. These included: 90 patients visited Yueyang

Hospital of Integrated Traditional Chinese and Western

Medicine affiliated to Shanghai University of Traditional

Chinese Medicine (YHITCWMSUTCM), and 60 patients each

who visited Shanghai First People’s Hospital (SFPH), Shuguang

Hospital affiliated to Shanghai University of Traditional Chinese

Medicine (SHSUTCM) and Shanghai Traditional Chinese

Medicine Hospital (STCMH). Socio-demographic variables

such as age, gender, weight, height, etc. were obtained from

detailed clinical interviews and medical records. The inclusion

criteria are as follows: (1) between the ages of 20 and 60,

(2) a diagnosis of LDH and present with symptoms such

as low back pain, radiating pain, paresthesia or weakness in

the lower extremities, (3) history of recurrent low back and

leg pain for more than 3 months, (4) score over 30mm on

Visual Analog Scale (VAS) at screening. The diagnosis of LDH

is based on both physical examination and the findings of

computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI). The exclusion criteria included: (1) history of severe

spinal trauma pathology such as spinal bone tumor, tuberculosis,

osteoporosis, spondylolisthesis and compression fracture, (2)

had previous spinal surgery due to neurological deficits or cauda

equine syndrome, (3) patients with serious diseases or mental

illness such as cardiovascular, cerebrovascular, hematopoietic

and digestive system, (4) had other autoimmune diseases,

allergic diseases and acute and chronic infections, (5) pregnant

women, (6) MRI examinations should not be performed, such

as those with pacemakers, neurostimulators, metal foreign

bodies and insulin pumps, (7) participate in other clinical trials

within 3 months.

The included disc herniation had to be restricted to the

two levels of protruded or extruded, types of bulging disc,

sequestration of the herniated disc, and intravertebral herniation

(Schmorl node) were excluded. We evaluated the following disc

changes: displaced disc material extending beyond <25% of

the disc space, or when no continuity exists between the disc

material beyond the disc space and that within the disc space

(1). The discs were classified independently by two observers

(treating physician/radiologist). When there was disagreement,

a third observer classified the images and the outcome was

decided by a simple majority.

Study design

This multi-center, randomized, controlled, assessor-blinded

clinical study was conducted in 4 hospitals in China. This

study protocol was approved by the Institutional review

boards of YHITCWMSUTCM (2016-066), SFPH (2016KY153),

SHSUTCM (2016-kykt-22) and STCMH (2016SHL-KYYS-19),

and was registered at the Chinese Clinical Trial Registry

(ChiCTR-INR-16009455). All participants received a full

explanation of this study’s protocol and provided written

informed consent before study enrollment.

Randomization and masking

Eligible participants were randomly assigned to receive

either traditional Chinese exercises combined withmassage (n=

135, 45 in YHITCWMSUTCM and 30 in three other hospitals)

or TCM alone (n = 135, 45 in YHITCWMSUTCM and 30

in three other hospitals) through the central randomization

system in a 1:1 ratio. Randomization was stratified by enrollment

site in a block size of 4. The random number table was

generated by a statistician independent from this study.

Participants, outcome assessors, and statisticians were blinded

to treatment assignment.

Additionally, all investigators were divided into groups

and placed in charge of the intervention procedures, outcome

assessment, data management, and statistical analysis. The trial

manager was responsible for arranging remote randomization

and informing the participants and therapists of intervention

allocation. Due to the different intervention procedures in

the two groups, participants and intervention practitioners

could not be blinded. However, outcome assessors and data

curators were blinded to the assignment status of all participants.

Each intervention physician performed only one of the two

interventions and was not involved in outcome measures.

Interventions

Both the experimental group and the control group were

required to perform TCM therapy three times a week for 6

weeks. Participants in the TCEs plus TCM group were taught 4

simplified and typical TCmovements for 6 weeks by experienced

certified TC instructors.

TCEs combined with TCM group

Participants in the experimental group received 4 typical

TC movements exercise training which are included in each

TC style (eg, Chen, Yang, Sun, Wu). The 4 TC movements

have been simplified by experienced masters, which are more

suitable for the elderly and patients with lumbar disc herniation,

and are also easier to learn and remember. The selected TC

movements are (1) wave hand in the cloud (WHIC), (2) leaning

fly side (LFS), (3) repulse monkey (RM), (4) brush knee twist

step (BKTS) (Figure 1). Figure 1A shows the WHIC movement

which mainly moves in the lateral directions, the movement

involves synchronized waving of hands and lateral stepping.
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FIGURE 1

Pictorial representation of 4 TC movements. (A) Wave hand in

the cloud, (B) Leaning fly side, (C) Repulse monkey, (D) Brush

knee twist step.

Figure 1B illustrates the movement of LFS, which moves mainly

in the diagonal direction. Figure 1C indicates the movement of

RM, which includes backward stepping while pushing the same

palm forward. Figure 1D is the BKTS movement that moving

forward, both BKTS and RM were performed inline but in

opposite directions.

Before directing the intervention, a treatment leader trained

the therapists at each center until they were deemed competent,

and then provided regular individual supervision to the

participants. Each participant received guidance intervention

three times a week, each lasting 30min. The first session

occurred within 3 business days of randomization and was

delivered face to face, via Wechat, or by telephone. Up to 3

further appointments of 20min each were offered over 6 weeks,

and participants could choose to receive the guidance either

by Wechat or telephone. In addition, participants were given

a self-exercise booklet and video CD, which detailed the main

points of each movement, the duration of physical activity,

and the intensity. The guidance intervention lasted 6 weeks

with 18 sessions, and during each session, the mentors also

answered questions and concerns raised by participants about

each exercise. Furthermore, the therapist asks about progress,

with an emphasis on advancing to the next step. They recognize

trainee achievements and provide feedback on trainee efforts to

improve trainee motivation and self-efficacy. Participants were

asked to practice for at least 20min per day on days without

training sessions and to keep a personal log of daily practice.

Importantly, if participants found that symptoms increased after

a gradual change in their activity levels, they were advised to keep

their activity levels at the same level for more than a week until

symptoms resolved before considering increasing their activity

levels again.

Meanwhile, participants received 20min of TCM therapy

three times a week. During the treatment, the subject is required

to lie prone, and the therapist first uses the pressing (Figure 2A),

kneading (Figure 2B), and rolling (Figure 2C) techniques to

relax the erector spinae, multifidus, gluteus medius, gluteus

maximus, hamstrings, and gastrocnemius muscles along the

bladder meridian on both sides of the spine for about 12min.

Then use fingers or the tip of the elbow to press the bilateral

acupoints (BL23, BL24, BL25, BL39, BL54, BL57, GB29, GB30),

as well as pain points and spasms muscle for about 5min

(Figure 2D). Finally, pushing along the waist to the lower

extremity to relax the muscles (Figure 2E), and performing

spinal manipulation to adjust the joints, the practitioner usually

entail a rotational thrust to the lumbar vertebral column whilst

distraction is applied along its length (Figure 2F), and then

stretches the lower limbs for a total of 3min (Figure 2G).

Control group

Participants received only the TCM intervention and were

asked to maintain their usual daily physical activity, but the

group was not assigned any exercises or specific behavior

management training.

The number of contacts with the physical therapist during

the trial was recorded, as well as the pattern and duration

of each contact. The therapists were responsible for following

the participants during the trial. Participants were assessed at

baseline and 6 weeks after randomization, with trial managers

conducting baseline assessments face-to-face in the clinic or by

telephone. All measurements were self-assessed by participants.

Outcome measures

Outcome assessments included questionnaires administered

directly at baseline (before randomization) and after treatment

(week 6). Participants were not blinded to treatment, which

precluded blinding of assessments of self-reported outcomes.

Primary outcome measure

The primary outcomes were participants’ VAS score and

Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) at baseline and follow-up
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FIGURE 2

Pictorial representation of TCM intervention. (A) Fingers pressing, (B) kneading, (C) Rolling, (D) Elbow pressing, (E) Pushing, (F) Spinal

manipulation, (G) Stretching.

after the 6-week treatment. VAS was assessed on a 100mm

horizontal line and subjective pain perception was quantified

on a scale from 0 to 100, with 0 representing no pain and 100

being the worst pain imaginable. The ODI needs participants

to assess how their leg and back pain affected nine activities:

personal care, weightlifting, walking, sitting, standing, sleep,

employment/housework, travel, and social life. The answer to

the first question is according to the necessity of painkiller

intake. Each answer is rated from 0 to 5. Based on the total

score (ranging from 0 to 50), disability in to evaluate disability

for LDH as minimal, moderate, severe, crippling back pain, or

disability that makes the patient bed-bound (23). ODI score ≤

22 can be used as a criterion for successful treatment of patients

with lumbar spine disease (24).

Secondary outcome measure

The secondary outcome measured for all of the participants

was the Short Form of McGill Pain Questionnaire (SF-MPQ).

Participants recruited at the main center were also assessed

by 3D motion capture for gait performance and lumbar

flexion angle.

SF-MPQ

The SF-MPQ consists of Pain Rating Index (PRI), Current

Pain Intensity (PPI), and VAS. For PRI, subjects were asked to

describe the sensory and emotional qualities they experienced.

Descriptors are rated on an intensity scale of 0= none, 1=mild,

2 = moderate, or 3 = severe. PRI is the sum of the intensity

values of descriptors that characterize pain. The PPI is graded

on six scales from 0 (no pain) to 5 (extremely painful).

Gait performances and lumbar spine
activity

3D kinematics data were sampled using 15 VICON Vero

cameras (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) at 100Hz and two force

plates recorded at 1,000Hz (BMS400600, AMTI, OH, USA). The

force plates were embedded in the middle of the ground of a

6-m-long walkway.

The participant’s anthropometric data were measured

before recording the movements. Thirty-nine reflective markers

attached to skin or clothing with double-sided tape to

indicate anatomical landmarks of the body by the Plug-in-

Gait marker set (Oxford Metrics), modified from the Helen

Hayes marker set (25). The movements were performed

while the participants wore their preferred shoes. Before data

collection, participants had time to familiarize themselves with

the experimental environment. Record at least five trials of

both maximum flexion of the lumbar spine and walking at

the participant’s preferred comfortable speed. Participants were

instructed to touch the force plate with only one foot at a time

while walking.
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Adverse events were based on vital signs, physical

examination, and other test results assessed at each visit. Causal

relationships between adverse events and the intervention

were assessed, as well as the severity of intervention-related

adverse events, such as pain, bleeding, hematoma, or bruising.

All outcome values were recorded on a case report form

(CRF), designed by the Institute of TCM, Shanghai Academy

of Traditional Chinese Medicine, and only accessible to the

blinded researchers.

Data processing and analysis

The 3D joint angles of the lumbar spine and gait parameters

were obtained by using VICONNexus (OxfordMetrics) and the

Plug-in-Gait model (OxfordMetrics). A successful gait cycle was

defined as walking from foot strike to foot strike on the same

foot. Heel strike and toe off were defined by software readouts

as the foot contacts and leaves the force plates and by visual

inspection of the virtual heel and toe markers locations. Lumbar

flexion and extension were defined based on the vertical axis

displacement of the C7 marker (26). The range of motion in

flexion and extension was the angle between the sagittal thorax

axis and the sagittal pelvis axis around the fixed transverse axis

of the pelvis. A positive (flexion) angle value corresponds to the

situation in which the thorax is tilted forward.

Statistical analysis

Based on our previous work in LDH, with anticipated ρ2 =

0.90 (13.2% more explanation for clinical benefit than the TCM

alone treatment effect correlation model), G∗Power (v 3.1.9.2)

estimated a minimum sample size of 121 (power of 0.80 and 0.05

error probability). With the expected dropout rate of 10% (e.g.,

voluntary patient dropout, motion artifacts, etc.), a sample size

of 135 participants per group was required.

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS

21.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, United States) by a

statistician who was blinded to the participant’s allocation.

Descriptive statistics were generated for all variables, and

variable distributions are expressed as the means ± standard

deviations or as numbers. The chi-squared or Fisher’s exact

test for categorical variables was used to examine the potential

differences in the baseline demographics (sex ratio) and medical

history variables between the two groups. For other continuous

variables (age, weight, height, and observation indicators),

comparisons between treatment groups were assessed using

the independent samples t-test or Wilcoxon rank-sum test as

appropriate and using the Q-Q plot and Shapiro-Wilk test to

verify the normality of the data. Statistical significance was

set at p < 0.05.

Results

Clinic assessment

Between 5 January 2018, and 30 April 2019, we screened 497

participants for eligibility, of whom 272 were randomly assigned

to receive either TCEs plus TCM (n = 136) or TCM alone

(n = 136). Among the randomized participants, 259 (95.2%)

completed the study (Figure 3). No serious adverse events were

reported throughout the study period. Baseline demographic

characteristics and outcome measures at the pre-intervention

were similar between the two groups (Table 1).Most participants

in the TC group attendedmore than 9 guidance sessions with the

therapist, and most of the participants were satisfied with the TC

(Table 2).

For the primary outcome, the mean (SD) VAS score was

51.77 (10.32) at baseline and 24.65 (11.11) at week 6 in the

TCEs plus TCM group, and 50.93 (10.78) at baseline and 27.86

(11.71) at week 6 in the TCM alone group. The reduction in

the VAS score at week 6 was greater in the TC group than

in the TCM group with a mean difference of 4.05 (95% CI,

2.15-5.95; P < 0.001). Similar results were observed in PRI and

PPI (Table 3).

Compared with the TCM group, the TC group had a greater

decrease from baseline in the ODI score with between-group

differences of 3.57 points (95% CI, 2.84–4.30 points; P < 0.001)

at week 6 (Table 3). In this study, rescue medication (non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) was given for unbearably

severe back and/or leg pain. However,<3 times pharmacological

interventions were allowed during the treatment period, and

patients with more than 3 times would be discontinued from

the study. A total of 12 people in the TCEs plus TCM group

were given drug therapy, while 16 people in the TCM alone

group received the drugs, and there was no significant difference

between the two groups (Table 4).

3D motion analysis

Eighty-two participants were randomly assigned to receive

either TCM combine with TC (n = 41) or TCM alone (n

= 41) and completed 3D motion data collection. Baseline

demographic characteristics, gait spatiotemporal, and lumbar

spine kinematic parameters at the pre-intervention were similar

between the two groups (Table 5).

First, the gait spatiotemporal parameters of the left and

right limbs of all participants were compared. No significant

differences were found between the two limbs, suggesting a

symmetrical gait pattern. Subsequently, the data of both sides

were pooled.

As for the spatiotemporal parameters, change in the

mean cadence and velocity of progression from baseline was

significantly greater in the TC group than in the TCM
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FIGURE 3

Flow chart of the study design.

alone group with between-group differences of 2.43 steps/min

(95% CI, 0.73–4.27 steps/min; P = 0.007) after week 6. The

stance phase and stride length were similar in both groups

(Table 6).

Lumbar range of motion (ROM) and maximum flexion

improved significantly in both groups from baseline to post-

treatment. The patients in the experimental group had a mean

change in flexion of 24.18 (95% CI, 18.22–30.14; P < 0.001) and

ROM of 23.18 (95% CI, 17.57–28.79; P < 0.001), as measured

by a 3D motion capture system. The between-group analysis

presented that lumbar ROM 5.96 (95% CI, 0.60–11.20; P =

0.031) and maximum flexion 7.29 (95% CI, 1.75–12.87; P =

0.011) was improved significantly comparedwith the TCMalone

group after 6 weeks of intervention (Table 6).

Discussion

The current research study aimed to evaluate the effects

of active exercise combined with passive massage therapy

in addition to routine physical therapy vs. routine TCM

therapy alone on pain, functional disability, range of motion,

and gait performance in patients with lumbar radiculopathy.

According to between-group analyses, when added to TCM, TC

significantly improved pain and disability function compared

to TCM alone, and we found that especially in improving

disability function, significantly more participants exceeded pre-

defined clinically meaningful changes for gait performance,

lumbar spine activity, and both after TC plus TCM than after

TCM alone.
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TABLE 1 Baseline demographic characteristics of participants (N = 259).

TCM+TC group (n = 130) TCM group (n = 129) P Value

Age (years) 44.36 (10.44) 51.77 (10.32) 0.791

Gender (female/male) 66/64 71/58 0.491

Height (cm) 169.31 (7.96) 168.60 (7.95) 0.475

Weight (kg) 69.66 (11.86) 68.63 (13.46) 0.175

Body mass index (BMI, kg/m2) 24.17 (2.89) 24.06 (3.53) 0.230

Number (%) of previous episodes of low back pain: a

None 9 (6.9) 12 (9.3) 0.782

1–5 58 (44.6) 56 (43.4)

>5 63 (48.5) 61 (47.3)

Presence of leg pain (%) 98 (75.4) 92 (71.3) 0.459

Duration (%) of symptoms

3–6 months 16 (12.3) 21 (16.3) 0.564

6–12 months 33 (25.4) 35 (27.1)

>12 months 81 (62.3) 73 (56.6)

Level (%) of the herniation

L4/L5 24 (18.5) 32 (24.8) 0.457

L5/S1 60 (46.1) 56 (43.4)

L4/L5 and L5/S1 46 (35.4) 41 (31.8)

Drugs for low back pain in past 4 weeks

Yes 77 (59.2) 68 (52.7) 0.291

No 53 (40.8) 61 (47.3)

VAS 51.77 (10.32) 50.93 (10.78) 0.523

ODI 27.44 (6.33) 27.09 (6.20) 0.658

Data are expressed as mean (standard deviation) unless otherwise indicated.
aPeriod of low back pain separated by at least 3 months of being pain free.

TABLE 2 Mode and attendance at TC sessions and satisfaction with TC

(N = 130).

TCM+TC group

First guidance session

Face to face 108 (83.1)

Wechat or telephone 22 (16.9)

Number of guidance sessions attended

1–4 9 (6.9)

5–8 14 (10.8)

9–12 22 (16.9)

>12 85 (65.4)

Satisfaction with TC (n = 118)a

Moderately or very satisfied 107 (90.7)

Minimally satisfied or dissatisfied 10 (8.5)

Moderately or very dissatisfied 1 (0.8)

Data are number (%). aThe remaining 12 patients did not answer the question.

TC is ancient Chinese art practiced as a graceful series of

slow and focused movements accompanied by deep breathing,

and systematic reviews suggest that TC as stand-alone or

add-on therapy can improve pain and function (27). Regarding

the efficacy of TCM, no high-quality systematic review exists.

However, a randomized trial of chiropractic manipulation

for subacute or chronic “back-related leg pain” showed that

manipulation was more effective than home exercise in reducing

pain (28). And another randomized controlled trial (RCT)

involving patients with acute back pain and sciatica with disc

protrusion showed that significantly more patients who received

chiropractic manipulation had an absence of pain than those

who underwent sham manipulation (27). In terms of safety,

lumbar neurological complications, including worsening disc

herniation or cauda equina syndrome, had also been rarely

reported during treatment (29). Therefore, as manual therapy

to reduce muscle spasms and increase joint mobility, massage is

most beneficial as a supplement to exercise or education, which

is also recommended by the American College of Physicians for

non-invasive treatment of radicular or non-radial low back pain.

In clinical practice, we often recommend combining passive

massage manipulation with active exercise to treat pain and

disability caused by LDH. However, there is still a lack of large-

scale RCT research support. Therefore, this study compared

the TC plus TCM therapy with the easily accepted TCM alone
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TABLE 3 Primary and secondary outcomes.

TCM+TC group (n = 130) TCM group (n = 129) Between-group

Pre Post Mean

difference

(95% CI)

Pre Post Mean

difference

(95% CI)

Difference

(95% CI)

P Value

Primary outcomes

VAS 51.77 (10.32) 24.65 (11.11) 27.12

(24.50, 29.73)#

50.93 (10.78) 27.86 (11.71) 23.06

(20.30, 25.82)#

4.05

(2.15, 5.95)

<0.001*

ODI 27.44 14.93 12.51 27.09 18.15 8.94 3.57 <0.001*

(6.33) (4.57) (11.16, 13.86)# (6.20) (5.50) (7.50, 10.37)# (2.84, 4.30)

Secondary outcomes

PRI 12.28 6.69 5.59 11.71 7.39 4.31 1.28 <0.001*

(2.68) (2.20) (4.99, 6.19)# (3.07) (2.57) (3.62, 5.00)# (0.89, 1.67)

PPI 2.48 1.37 1.12 2.37 1.52 0.85 0.26 0.001*

(0.77) (0.60) (0.95, 1.28)# (0.75) (0.71) (0.67, 1.03)# (0.11, 0.42)

Data are expressed as mean (standard deviation).

#Difference within groups in mean change from baseline. *Significance level (P < 0.05).

TABLE 4 Drugs frequency of rescue medication.

Drugs frequency TCM+TC group (n = 130) TCM group (n = 129) P Value

0 118 (90.77) 113 (87.60) 0.666

1 2 (1.54) 1 (0.77)

2 7 (5.38) 10 (7.75)

3 3 (2.31) 5 (3.88)

>3 0 0

Data are expressed as number (percentage).

TABLE 5 Baseline demographic characteristics of participants in biomechanical testing (N = 82).

TCM+TC group (n = 41) TCM group (n = 41) P Value

Age (years) 46.85 (10.59) 46.73 (11.91) 0.961

Gender (female/ male) 22/ 19 20/ 21 0.659

Height (cm) 169.61 (7.81) 170.10 (7.31) 0.771

Weight (kg) 70.41 (11.64) 70.15 (11.99) 0.918

Body mass index (BMI, kg/m2) 24.35 (2.98) 24.10 (2.84) 0.597

Number of previous episodes of low back pain:a

None (%) 2 (6.9) 4 (9.3) 0.792

1–5 (%) 20 (44.6) 19 (43.4)

>5 (%) 19 (48.5) 18 (47.3)

Presence of leg pain (%) 31 (75.6) 30 (73.2) 0.800

Cadence (steps/min) 107.43 (5.21) 107.50 (7.50) 0.963

Velocity (m/s) 1.14 (0.11) 1.15 (0.12) 0.695

Data are expressed as mean (standard deviation) unless otherwise indicated.
aPeriod of low back pain separated by at least 3 months of being pain free.

therapy and quantitatively compared the lumbar ROM and gait

patterns in subjects with LDH by biomechanical methods. In

this study, it was found that compared with the TCM alone

group, the treatment effect of TC plus TCM was significantly

better, whether it was reducing the pain score or improving

the level of disability, especially in terms of walking speed,
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TABLE 6 Spatio-temporal and kinematic parameters of the study groups.

TCM+TC group (n = 130) TCM group (n = 129) Between-group

Pre Post Mean

difference

(95% CI)

Pre Post Mean

difference

(95% CI)

Difference

(95% CI)

P Value

Spatio–temporal parameters

Stance phase (%

gait cycle)

61.16 (2.39) 60.94 (2.29) 0.18 60.75 (2.35) 60.95 (2.10) −0.28 0.43 0.252

(−0.90, 1.26) (−1.24, 0.87) (−0.31, 1.16)

Double stance

phase (% gait cycle)

23.10 (3.33) 22.36 (3.09) 0.74 22.33 22.20 (2.51) 0.13 0.61 0.269

(−0.67, 2.15) (3.05) (−1.10, 1.36) (−0.48, 1.69)

Step length (m) 0.63 (0.06) 0.66 −0.22 0.64 (0.54) 0.65 (0.68) −0.013 −0.01 0.305

(0.59) (−0.48, 0.01) (−0.39, 0.14) (−0.03,0.01)

Cadence

(steps/min)

107.43 (5.21) 113.59 (5.89) −6.16 107.50 (7.50) 111.03 (6.80) −3.53 −2.43 0.007*

(−8.60,−3.71)# (−6.68,−0.38)# (−4.27,−0.73)

Velocity (m/s) 1.14 (0.11) 1.24 (0.11) −0.11 1.15 1.21 −0.06 −0.04 0.023*

(−0.15,−0.06)# (0.12) (0.12) (−0.11,−0.01)# (−0.08,−0.01)

Spinal joint angle (◦)

Max Flexion 28.39 52.58 −24.18 29.52 46.00 −16.48 −7.29 0.011*

(13.17) (13.95) (−30.14,−18.22)# (11.51) (9.98) (−21.22,−11.75) (−12.87,−1.75)

Standing phase −16.23 −15.23 −1.00 −15.36 −15.81 0.45 −1.45 0.331

(5.04) (6.17) (−3.48, 1.48)# (6.13) (4.77) (−1.96, 2.87)# (−4.40, 1.50)

ROM 44.62 67.80 −23.18 44.87 61.80 −16.93 −5.96 0.031*

(12.39) (13.13) (−28.79,−17.57)# (9.70) (10.60) (−21.40,−12.47)# (−11.20,−0.60)

Data are expressed as mean (standard deviation).
#Difference within groups in mean change from baseline.

*Significance level (P < 0.05).

cadence, and lumbar ROM. in addition, and the step length and

stance duration also showed a certain improvement trend, while

the main effect of the TCM alone group was more obvious in

reducing pain.

The current findings are consistent with a few previously

conducted RCTs showing that TC treatment provides better

outcomes than either a waiting list or no TC (14, 30). Moreover,

a high-quality trial found that for radicular low back pain,

spinal manipulation plus home exercise and advice resulted

in greater improvements in leg and back pain at 12 weeks

compared to home exercise and advice alone (28). Although

the duration of treatment, the nature of the treatment, and

the results of the study received by the experimental group

and the control group were different from this study. A

comparison of these findings with this study suggests a longer

duration and different conventional treatments. However, these

findings are still comparable to this study, suggesting that the

combination of treatments used in this study can achieve the

same effect in a shorter period. In addition, the gait performance

and lumbar ROM were the additional outcome measures not

studied previously.

Compared to pharmacological methods, TC is not costly and

may benefit physical function (12), particularly in maintaining

the control of balance and reducing the risk of falls in older

people (31, 32). Multicomponent TC training can improve the

proprioceptive function, muscle strength, and mobility of the

trunk and lower limbs (33, 34). In addition, studies have paid

attention that people with low back pain have different muscle

activation patterns compared with healthy controls (35), and

they are more likely to exhibit reduced gluteus medius strength,

reduced hip abduction force output (36), and altered in muscle

recruitment (35). The instability of the lumbar and pelvic due to

the inefficiency of gluteal muscles is also related to the existence

of low back pain (37). Therefore, as the age increases, the

degeneration of the intervertebral disc and the decline of muscle

function in the elderly are both important factors causing low

back pain, and TC exercise promotes the coordination of the hip

and trunk by strengthening and properly activating the muscles

of the lower limbs, and the neuromuscular control would benefit

low back pain individuals release pain (38). This may be the

reason why the TC plus TCM therapy in this study was safer and

more effective than TCM therapy alone.

This study has several advantages over previous studies.

It was randomized and few patients crossed over to other

treatment regimens. In addition, an independent research

assistant collected data, observers of assessments were blinded,
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interventions were standardized, and funding for the study

was publicly available. The choice of MRI criteria for inclusion

may also be an advantage. When designing the study, we

hoped that patients across centers would be as consistent as

possible, and to reduce bias due to different therapists through

block randomization.

There are several limitations in the current study. First, due

to the limitations of biomechanical equipment, the participants

in the three sub-centers could not complete the corresponding

collection of lumbar range of motion and gait data, resulting

in limited sample size. Second, the 6-week follow-up period

after the intervention was insufficient to demonstrate the long-

term effects of TCEs combined with TCM. And neither the

participant nor the practitioner was blind, which could become

a potential bias, such as the expectation of the subject and the

reliability of the assigned intervention. However, despite these

methodological limitations, this study provides objective and

clinically beneficial results for assessing the synergistic effect

of combination therapy. Therefore, larger-scale and longer-

term follow-up intervention studies are needed in the future to

confirm the long-term effects of TCEs plus TCM on pain and

disability in patients with LDH. In addition, future interventions

are warranted to investigate the effects on long-term quality of

life and mood.

Conclusion

In LDH patients with pain and disability, treatment of

subjects with the combination therapy resulted in less pain and

increased gait performance and lumbar mobility after 6 weeks

compared with TCM treatment alone. TCEs combined with

TCM therapy can be considered a valuable treatment option for

LDH patients and has potential therapeutic utility in middle-

aged and older adults with LDH. Further research is needed to

understand the long-term efficacy and mechanism of action of

this intervention.
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